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Concept&Illustrations
(with commentary)







Derideal of the Thorny Rose:
A drawing made during 2011 for fun, it features Adres&Laura as Sir Nicolás and Lady Daniela from 
my one-shot comic LRE.


Link: http://projectprime.org/thelegendofthethornyrose/archive.php



http://projectprime.org/thelegendofthethornyrose/archive.php





Assault Xeno Prime:
A concept from 2011, Survival Function uniform and helmet design for Prime Xenos.







Adres&Laura forest 2007/2010 comparison:
A wallpaper Idea I drew on 2007 as a vote incentive for Derideal, redone during 2010 for fun.







Consortium Adres sketch:
Can’t recall when I made this, probably around 2012, it’s just a simple sketch of Adres in his 
“Survival Function” uniform, an early concept that will see some light in the future.







Derideal Chapter X:
An early concept from 2007, just around the time I was just drawing the comic, this concept idea 
was finally applied around 2010 or 11 in Chapter 4, but honestly... it had to do with more advanced 
chapters in the early version of the story.







Adres&Laura color pen:
From 2007, this was the first drawing of “Laura” ever made. before this Laura in the first sketched 
prologue was a nameless character with no personality of her own.







Adres sketch and Digital attempts;
Again an early drawing of Derideal (2007), Adres looking outside inside the Consortium main labo-
ratory; he’s wearing another outfit which was originally intended for Part 2, so you can tell the story 
was going to be longer than 4 chapters.







Laura retouch 2007/2012:
a drawing originally made during 2007, retouched on 2012 just for the sake of it.







Mercenary team (2012):
A set of characters made for a future character/cast section on the Derideal site, due time and other 
things this was never done, but this drawings were left with no use.







Ivory Concept 2013:
New character for Derideal Part 2  (currently called “Ivory”), she’s in strict way an Adres’s Clone with 
a more stable genetic pool, the first of the so called “Prime Beta 2” series. All of the feline creatures 
created by the Consortium are called “Prime” which means “First” in latin, each following genera-
tion or modification of the original DNA (Adres) is called beta1, beta2 and 3, in chronological order. 
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Derideal “Adres Last Stand” is currently 
being published on derideal.net every 
Friday!


WANT MORE?


READ IT HERE!
http://projectprime.org/derideal/page.php/183
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